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Intraperitoneal Alfaxalone and
Alfaxalone–Dexmedetomidine Anesthesia
in Sprague–Dawley Rats (Rattus norvegicus)
Sylvia E West,* Jonathan C Lee, Tinika N Johns, and Elizabeth A Nunamaker
Due to their unpredictability and variable effects, injectable anesthetic regimens in laboratory rodent species warrant
refinement. In our study we sought to evaluate alfaxalone, which has gained recent popularity in veterinary medicine, alone
and in combination with dexmedetomidine to evaluate their anesthetic ability in Sprague–Dawley rats when administered
intraperitoneally. Three doses of alfaxalone only and 4 dose combinations of alfaxalone-dexmedetomidine were tested in
males and female rats. The time to induction, anesthetic duration, pulse rate, respiratory rate, temperature, and time to recovery were recorded by a blind observer. The level of anesthesia induced by the various anesthetic protocols was assessed by
using pedal withdrawal reflex to a noxious stimulus and scored according to the response. Dependent on the treatment group,
atipamezole or saline was administered intraperitoneally once animals reached 60 min of anesthesia. Regardless of the dose,
alfaxalone alone achieved only a sedative level of anesthesia, whereas all alfaxalone-dexmedetomidine combinations led to
a surgical level of anesthesia in all animals. Anesthesia regimens using alfaxalone alone and in combination with dexmedetomidine demonstrated sex-associated differences, with female rats maintaining longer durations of sedation or anesthesia
than their male counterparts. Both male and female rats displayed decreases in physiologic parameters consistent with the
effects of dexmedetomidine. Given the results described herein, we recommend 20 mg/kg alfaxalone for sedation and 30
mg/kg alfaxalone combined with 0.05 mg/kg dexmedetomidine for surgical anesthesia in female rats. Appropriate doses of
alfaxalone only and alfaxalone-dexmedetomidine for male rats were not determined in this study and need further evaluation.
Abbreviation: LORR, loss of righting reflex
DOI: 10.30802/AALAS-JAALAS-19-000161

The suitability of anesthetic regimen for use in laboratory rodents depends on many factors, including the type of procedure
to be conducted, desired anesthetic duration and recovery time,
animal species, health status of the animal, and research objectives. The most common practices for delivering anesthetics
to laboratory rodents is via the injectable and inhalant routes.
Although inhalant agents are used most commonly, they pose
safety risks to users through gas exposure due to ill-fitting
masks or system leaks, operator error, or operator neglect.30
In view of documented contraindicated scientific outcomes to
the use of inhalant agents, injectable anesthetics are used as
an alternative.33,39,42,49,57 Injectable anesthetics have led to successful induction and maintenance in laboratory rodents and
continue to be used by investigators for a multitude of reasons.
Preferences for the use of injectable anesthetics include the lack
of ancillary vaporizer equipment, lower initial cost, and the
ability to provide multimodal anesthesia. In addition, injectable
anesthetics offer advantages when multiple animals are needed
to be anesthetized at one time or when there is procedural incompatibility (e.g., oral procedures, nasal instillation) with the
use of inhalant delivery systems.46
Currently, the most widely used injectable anesthetic protocol
in laboratory rodent species involves the use of ketamine with
xylazine.16,18,22 However, this combination has been noted to
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provide an inconsistent anesthetic depth, variability in induction and recovery times, prolonged sedation, corneal opacities,
muscle necrosis, and unwanted secondary effects sometimes
leading to death.2,5,21,22,29,32,48,50,54 Drug combinations such as
propofol–medetomidine–fentanyl, dexmedetomidine–tiletamine–zolazepam–butorphanol, and others have been explored
as alternatives to ketamine–xylazine anesthesia, with variable
outcomes.1,4-6,54 In an effort to refine laboratory rodent anesthesia and improve animal welfare, we investigated the use
of 2 injectable anesthetics, alfaxalone and dexmedetomidine.
Alfaxalone (3-α-hydroxy-5-α-pregnane-11, 20-dione) is
a neuroactive steroid anesthetic that functions as a GABAA
agonist.51 It is a Schedule IV controlled substance, and a DEA
license is needed for its procurement. In addition to a single-use
preparation (Alfaxan, Jurox, Kansas City, MO), a newer formulation (Alfaxan Multidose, Jurox), which has a shelf life of 28
d after opening, is commercially available. Both formulations
are reported to have the same anesthetic profile as the original
off-market preparation41 and are approved for the induction
and maintenance of general anesthesia in cats, dogs, and rabbits by intravenous administration. The use of alfaxalone has
many advantages, including a wide margin of safety, smooth
induction and recovery, painless injection, and absence of tissue reaction when administered extravascularly. In addition,
alfaxalone is rapidly eliminated from the body, thus allowing
for repeated dose titration without accumulation, causes minimal cardiovascular and pulmonary effects, and is compatible
with other anesthetic agents.14,25,34-36,40 Reported adverse effects
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include hypothermia, apnea, hypotension, hypoxemia, variable
anesthesia quality, vocalization, muscle tremors, and jerking
movements.8,14,31,35,36
Dexmedetomidine is a specific and selective α2-adrenoceptor
agonist that provides both analgesia and sedation.19,24 It is
a widely used anesthetic in veterinary medicine, and its anesthetic effects have been well characterized.37,38 Although
dexmedetomidine has been noted to cause cardiac and respiratory depression, these effects are quickly reversible by
using atipamezole, an α2-adrenergic receptor antagonist.38 The
selectivity of dexmedetomidine allows for better control and
predictability and aids in minimizing unwanted side effects.19,24
When used in low concentrations, it is anesthetic-sparing,
allowing dose reduction of other coadministered anesthetic
agents.43,45,52 This reduction contributes to balanced anesthesia
and allows for a safer anesthetic event.
The goal of the current study was to evaluate the anesthetic
effects of intraperitoneally administered alfaxalone alone and
in combination with dexmedetomidine. Although alfaxalone
administered intravenously—but not intraperitoneally—was
shown to provide a surgical anesthetic plane in rats, the use of
higher doses of alfaxalone had not yet been published when we
designed our study.31 We did not consider alternative routes
of administration in light of the commonality of intraperitoneal dosing in rats and the risk of exceeding recommended
dose volumes established by many institutions. We focused
on determining whether rats reached a sedative or a surgical
anesthetic plane after intraperitoneal administration of alfaxalone or alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine and sought to establish
doses suitable for use in male and female rats. We hypothesized
that 1) the intraperitoneal administration of alfaxalone alone
would result in sedation characterized by the loss of righting
reflex (LORR) for 60 min and 2) a combination of alfaxalone
and dexmedetomidine given intraperitoneally would result
in a surgical plane of anesthesia, characterized by the loss of
all monitored reflexes, for at least 60 min, with physiologic
parameters returning to normal after the administration of
atipamezole.

Materials and Methods

Animals and housing. All procedures were approved by the
IACUC of the University of Florida, an AAALAC-accredited
facility. Animals were maintained according to the Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.27 A total of 44 Sprague–
Dawley rats (Hsd:Sprague–Dawley SD, Envigo, Indianapolis,
IN; weight, 200 to 300 g) were used for this study. Rats were
housed in same-sex pairs, were allowed a 1-wk acclimation
period after arrival at the facility, and were housed on autoclaved corncob bedding (1/8-in., Teklad, Envigo, Indianapolis,
IN) under ventilated cage conditions. Rats were fed a standard
commercial rodent diet (2918, Envigo, Indianapolis, IN), and
reverse-osmosis–purified water was provided automatically ad
libitum. The rats were maintained in a temperature-controlled
room (70 to 77 °F [21.1 to 25.0 °C]), with a 12:12-h light:dark
cycle, 10 to 15 air changes hourly, and 30% to 70% relative
humidity. Rats were sentinel-tested to be SPF for coronavirus,
Hantaan virus, Kilham rat virus, lymphocytic choriomeningitis
virus, mouse adenovirus, pneumonia virus of mice, rat minute
virus, rat parvovirus, reovirus type 3, Sendai virus, Theiler
murine encephalomyelitis virus, Toolan H1 virus, CAR bacillus, Citrobacter rodentium, Clostridium piliforme, Corynebacterium
kutscheri, Mycoplasma pulmonis, Pasteurella pneumotropica, Salmonella spp., Streptobacillus moniliformis, Encephalitozoon cuniculi,
fur mites, and pinworms (Syphacia spp. and Aspicularis spp.)
2

Pilot study. A pilot study was performed to determine clinically relevant dose ranges of alfaxalone (10 mg/mL, Alfaxan
Multidose, Jurox) alone and in combination with dexmedetomidine (0.5 mg/mL; Dexdomitor, Zoetis, Parsippany, NJ).
Doses of alfaxalone (20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 mg/kg) were
administered intraperitoneally to animals in dose groups (n =
2 [1 female and 1 male per dose group; A20, A25, A30, A35, A40, and
A50, respectively), which were monitored for the induction and
depth of anesthesia (sedation or surgical plane of anesthesia.
Based on the doses that had the ability to induce an acceptable
level of anesthesia, alfaxalone was then combined with dexmedetomidine (0.05, 0.1, or 0.5 mg/kg IP; male dose groups:
A20D0.1, A25D0.5, A25D0.1, A30D0.05, A30D0.1, and A40D0.1; female dose
groups: A20D0.05, A20D0.1, A25D0.1, A25D0.5, A30D0.05) for evaluation.
The doses of dexmedetomidine were chosen in light of previously published ranges for rats.7,18,54 For safety reasons, doses
for both protocols were evaluated in a stepwise fashion from
the lowest to highest dose. Between doses, animals underwent
a 1-wk (or longer) washout period.
Study design. Given the results of the pilot study, we investigated 3 dose levels of alfaxalone as a sole agent (A20, A30, and
A40) and 4 alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine combinations (A20D0.1,
A25D0.05, A25D0.1, and A30D0.05). For the current study, animals
were allocated to groups blocked by sex (12 rats per same-sex
dose group) and randomized by treatment by using a random
number generator. Each rat was dosed 4 or 5 times and never
received the same drug or drug combination more than once.
The same observer was used throughout the study and was
blind to anesthetic treatment. A 1-wk (or longer) washout period
was used between dose administrations.
Drug administration and health assessment. Prior to drug
administration, each rat received a physical examination,
consisting of evaluation of hydration status, mentation, and
mucous membrane color. The drugs and reversal agents were
prepared and the filled syringes given to the blinded observer
to administer to each animal. For dexmedetomidine reversal,
atipamezole (Antisedan 5.0 mg/mL; Zoetis, Parsippany, NJ)
was administered intraperitoneally at the same volume as the
calculated dose of dexmedetomidine. To keep the observer
blinded to the treatment, animals that received alfaxalone only
were ‘reversed’ with intraperitoneal saline (0.9% NaCl, Hospira,
Lake Forest, IL) in the same fashion as atipamezole.
Each alfaxalone and alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose was
injected intraperitoneally into the lower right quadrant by using a 25-gauge needle. After drug administration, rats were
placed into a separate cage to monitor induction quality, and
the time to LORR was recorded. Induction quality was assessed
to determine the presence of spontaneous movement (i.e., facial
twitching, generalized twitching, chewing, head shaking, jerking, muscle fasciculations) and was evaluated from the time of
drug administration until the LORR.
Upon LORR, rats were transferred to a recirculating warmwater blanket that was set to 37 °C to prevent hypothermia.
Prior to the placement of monitoring equipment, both eyes were
lubricated with ophthalmic ointment (Puralube Vet Ointment,
Dechra, Overland Park, KS) to prevent corneal desiccation. The
return of righting reflex or spontaneous movement were assessed every 5 min until the rat could maintain itself in ventral
recumbency.
Physiologic monitoring. Once unconscious, physiologic parameters were recorded every 5 min for a maximum of 60 min.
Mucous membrane color was recorded based on direct observation of the oral mucosa. A pulse oximeter probe (Physiosuite, Kent
Scientific, Torrington, CT) was placed on the interdigital space
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of a hindlimb to monitor SpO2 and pulse rate. A rectal probe
was used to measure core body temperature. Respiratory rate
was monitored visually. Rats were allowed to breathe room air.
Anesthetic quality, depth, and duration. Induction time was
measured as the time from drug administration until LORR; the
first physiologic recording was obtained at 5 min after LORR. The
duration of anesthesia was measured as the time of LORR until all
reflexes were regained or the rat was able to right itself. Recovery
was measured as the time from atipamezole administration until
the animal was able to maintain ventral recumbency. The time
to recovery was not defined for alfaxalone-only dose groups,
given that alfaxalone is a nonreversible agent; therefore, only the
duration of anesthesia was considered. Duration and recovery
were defined among groups after the observer was unblinded
to the drug administered, and recovery was determined only for
alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose groups.
Anesthetic depth parameters were scored every 5 min up to
60 min concurrently with physiologic parameters. Anesthetic
depth was characterized as either sedation or surgical anesthesia. Sedation was defined as loss of consciousness with retained
responsiveness to noxious stimuli. A surgical anesthetic plane
was defined as loss of consciousness with continuous nonresponsiveness to noxious stimuli. Anesthetic depth was assessed
using the pedal withdrawal response which was evaluated by
pinching the toe webbing of either hind foot in an alternating
fashion using a pair of hemostats. A response scoring system
that was developed inhouse was used. Responses were scored
on a 3-point system (0 to 2) to correlate presence and speed of
movement with positive or negative response to noxious stimuli.
A positive response correlated with pedal withdrawal in the
event of noxious stimuli, whereas a lack of response meant there
was no pedal withdrawal to noxious stimuli. Descriptions of
the scoring system used to assess anesthetic score and depth
are provided in Figure 1.
Statistical analysis. All statistical calculations were performed
by using the statistical toolbox in MatLab (MathWorks, Natick,
MA). Data were evaluated for normal distribution prior to
running any other analyses. The effects of alfaxalone or alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose, animal sex, and their interaction
were evaluated by using ANOVA to test the effects of these
factors on the duration of chemical restraint and recovery time.
Significance was identified at a P value less than 0.05, and additional posthoc testing was not performed.

Results

Animal health. The general appearance of all rats throughout
the study remained unremarkable, with animals sustaining
normal physical examinations during assessments. All rats
maintained normal body weights, which matched the vendor’s
normal standard growth curve.
Pilot study. In all of the alfaxalone and alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose groups, all animals became sedated or anesthetized,
except for one male rat in the A25 group. Induction quality
remained consistently smooth among all dose groups, with no
evidence of excessive jerking, shaking, or muscle fasciculations
that interfered with induction quality. Both anesthetic protocols
resulted in rapid induction times, with LORR occurring within
minutes (0 to 9 min) after intraperitoneal injection. The duration
of anesthesia (sedation) in the alfaxalone-only dose groups (i.e.,
A20, A25, A30, A35, A40, A50) ranged from 84 to 244 min in female
rats and 0 min to 159 min in males (Table 1). For alfaxalone–
dexmedetomidine, the duration of anesthesia (sedation or
surgical) ranged from 75 to 123 min in female rats (i.e., A20D0.05,
A20D0.1, A25D0.1, A25D0.5, A30D0.05) compared with 59 to 198 min

in male rats (Table 2). Physiologic parameters remained stable,
with animals maintaining normal pulse rates (250 to 480 bpm)
and normal temperature (35 to 38 °C). Bradypnea (fewer than
75 breaths per min; range: 66 to 115 bpm) was noted, with no
overt clinical consequences seen.17,23,26 Hypoxia (SpO2 less than
90%; approximately 88 mm Hg) was seen in the A15 female dose
group, but all other dose groups were normoxic (SpO2 greater
than 90%). All animals recovered normally. Anesthetic depth
(sedation or surgical plane of anesthesia) was assessed by using
the pedal withdrawal response but the duration of either plane
of anesthesia was not quantified for alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine combinations.
We used these results to choose doses for further investigation. The doses of alfaxalone included the lowest doses that
produced sedation for approximately 60 min. Although doses
below 40 mg/kg IP did not meet that criterion for male rats, we
opted to use the same doses in the experimental study as for females, to compare sex associated differences. Consequently, we
tested one lower dose combination (A20D0.05) in female rats and 2
higher dose combinations (A30D0.1, A40D0.1) in males; the remainder of the doses evaluated were the same for both sexes. Doses
for the drug combinations were selected in a similar fashion
to alfaxalone doses, but the ability of a dose to produce surgical anesthesia was considered. The dose groups that met that
criterion were A20, A30, A40, A20D0.1, A25D0.05, A25D0.1, and A30D0.05.
Physiologic parameters. In the alfaxalone-only dose groups
(A20, A30, and A40), membrane color remained pink at all time
points. The induction time for alfaxalone-only dose groups
ranged from 1 to 2 min. The recovery time for alfaxalone was
not determined in the pilot study. Pulse rates (309 to 499 bpm)
remained within normal physiologic ranges. Animals did experience a degree of bradypnea (< 75 bpm; range: 61 to 140 bpm)
and hypothermia (< 35.9 °C; range: 33 °C- 37 °C) at selected
time points for both males and females across all 3 dose groups
(Tables 3 and 4). A decline in temperature during the anesthetic
event did not affect recovery. All animals remained normoxic
(SpO2 greater than 90%) across dose groups.
Similar to the animals in the alfaxalone-only dose groups, all
rats in the alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose groups (A20D0.1,
A25D0.05, A25D0.1, A30D0.05) had pink mucous membranes at all time
points. The induction time in the alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine
dose groups ranged from 1 to 2 min; recovery time ranged from
3 to 17 min. Pulse rates (245 to 315 bpm) and respiratory rates
(49 to 85 breaths per minute) varied, with lower ranges below
published normal physiologic ranges; however, no overt clinical
signs were associated with this finding. Failure of the pulse oximeter to accurately obtain a peripheral pulse and SpO2 reading
occurred when the pulse rate dropped below approximately 240
bpm for individual time points. This problem was addressed
by adjusting the sensor to a different limb until a stable reading
was obtained. The parameter was not recorded when no reading
was obtained by the next 5-min time point. No animals became
hypothermic (temperature less than 35 °C), despite rectal body
temperature decreasing by 1 to 2 °C over the 60-min duration.
Hypoxia (SpO2 less than 90%) was noted from pulse oximeter
readings at variable time points in all 4 dose groups, with an
average of approximately 87% SpO2 in the A30D0.05 female dose
group. This finding was consistent with the expected physiologic effects due to administration of dexmedetomidine. No
overt clinical signs were associated with these findings. Hypoxia
resolved without medical intervention.
Anesthetic depth and duration. In the alfaxalone-only dose
groups (A20, A30, and A40), a majority (47 of 48) of the rats had
a positive pedal withdrawal response to the noxious stimulus,
3
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Figure 1. Anesthetic depth was scored (scale, 0 to 2) every 5 min. All animals were scored by the same observer, who was blinded to the assigned
treatment. Pedal withdrawal reflex responses correlated with anesthetic depth: 0 (awake) or 2 (surgical plane).
Table 1. Pilot study: results for alfaxalone as a sole agent
Dose
A15
A20
A25
A30
A35
A40
A50

Sex

Body temperature (°C)

SpO2 (mm Hg)

Pulse rate (bpm)

Respiratory rate
(breaths per min)

Induction time
(min)

Duration
(min)

Female

37

88

342

85

3

36

Male

37

93

449

103

3

47

Female

36

90

403

80

5

101

Male

36

93

389

114

3

14

Female

36

96

384

76

3

84

Male

0

0

0

0

0

0

Female

36

95

355

79

2

90

Male

37

97

382

115

3

47

Female

35

96

356

75

2

112

Male

36

93

415

108

2

44

Female

37

92

382

77

1

99

Male

37

96

400

106

1

59

Female

32

91

272

55

2

244

Male

36

97

327

77

1

159

Subscripted numeral indicates dose of alfaxalone (A) in mg/kg IP. Each dose was tested on 1 male rat and 1 female rat. Time to induction was
defined as the time from injection to LORR; duration was defined as the time from LORR until the animal regained consciousness and was able
to maintain sternal recumbency.

Table 2. Pilot study: alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine combination
Sex

Body
temperature (°C)

SpO2 (mm Hg)

Pulse rate
(bpm)

Respiratory rate
(breaths per min)

Induction time (min)

A20D0.05

Female

37

97

264

71

8

75

A20D0.1

Female

37

94

263

77

2

123

A25D0.1

Female

36

96

271

56

1

77

A25D0.5

Female

37

98

250

76

1

92

A30D0.05

Female

36

89

268

68

3

98

A20D0.1

Male

37

99

399

102

9

78

A25D0.1

Male

37

95

310

72

1

59

A25D0.5

Male

36

93

229

64

1

82

A30D0.05

Male

33

92

220

86

7

73

A30D0.1

Male

37

81

301

71

2

159

A40D0.1

Male

36

87

475

78

4

198

Dose

Duration (min)

Subscripted numerals indicate doses of alfaxalone (A) and dexmedetomidine (D) in mg/kg IP. Each dose combination was tested on 1 rat. Time
to induction was defined as the time from injection to LORR; duration was defined as the time from LORR until the animal regained consciousness and was able to maintain sternal recumbency.

indicating that they were only sedated. One female in the A40
group lacked a pedal withdrawal response at the 10-, 15-, and
35-min time points, but had a positive response for the remainder of the event (total, 60 min).
A majority (59 of 64) of the animals in the alfaxalone-dexmedetomidine dose groups (A20D0.1, A25D0.05, A25D0.1, A30D0.05)
reached a surgical plane of anesthesia, defined as the lack of a
pedal withdrawal in response to noxious stimulus and a reflex
score of 2. Three male rats in the A20D0.1 dose group and one
in the A30D0.05 dose group reached sedation only. One female
in the A30D0.05 dose group did not become anesthetized after
administration and remained fully awake.
4

The duration of sedation due to alfaxalone alone was significantly affected by dose (P < 10−10) and animal sex (P < 10−16), with
a dose×sex interaction effect (P = 0.0022; Figure 2). All animals
became sedated, characterized as an anesthetic score of 1. The
duration of sedation corresponded with the dose administered,
with higher doses resulting in longer sedation times. Overall,
female rats in all 3 dose groups remained sedated longer than
did their male counterparts.
The duration of surgical anesthesia produced by using alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine was significantly affected by dose (P
= 0.0045) and animal sex (P < 10−6), but there was no dose-sex
interaction effect (P = 0.15; Figure 3). A majority (58 of 64 [91%])
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Table 3. Experimental study: alfaxalone as a sole agent
Dose
A20
A30
A40

Sex

Body temperature
(°C)

SpO2 (mm Hg)

Pulse rate (bpm)

Respiratory rate
(breaths per min)

Induction time (min)

Duration of sedation (min)

Female

37 ± 0.7

97 ± 3

410 ± 38

88 ± 18

2 ± 0.5

44 ± 10

Male

36 ± 0.5

98 ± 1

429 ± 31

91 ± 13

2±1

13 ± 8

Female

36 ± 0.5

98 ± 1

367 ± 15

73 ± 6

2 ± 0.5

59 ± 2

Male

36 ± 0.9

97 ± 0.9

427 ± 18

90 ± 19

2 ± 0.7

38 ± 16

Female

36 ± 0.5

98 ± 1

357 ± 20

68 ± 5

1 ± 0.4

60 ± 0

Male

36 ± 0.3

99 ± 0.4

410 ± 45

96 ± 11

1 ± 0.4

33 ± 9

Subscripted numeral indicates dose of alfaxalone (A) in mg/kg IP. Time to induction was defined as the time from injection to LORR; duration
of sedation was defined as the time from LORR with a positive pedal withdrawal reflex to a noxious stimulus. Data are reported as mean ± 1 SD
(maximum, 60 min; n = 8 per group).
Table 4. Experimental study: alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine combination
Dose
A20D0.1
A25D0.1
A25D0.05
A30D0.05

Sex

Body temperature SpO2 (mm
(°C)
Hg)

Pulse rate
(bpm)

Respiratory rate
(breaths per min)

Induction
time (min)

Duration of surgical
anesthesia (min)

Recovery time
(min)

Female

36 ± 0.5

97 ± 2

271 ± 12

64 ± 3

1 ± 0.5

51 ± 21

12 ± 13

Male

36 ± 0.6

94 ± 5

270 ± 12

82 ± 4

2 ± 0.6

23 ± 27

3±2

Female

36 ± 0.3

93 ± 4

275 ± 12

58 ± 5

2 ± 0.7

59 ± 2

8±6

Male

36 ± 0.5

96 ± 2

255 ± 13

69 ± 4

2±1

51 ± 9

8 ± 11

Female

37 ± 0.5

95 ± 3

296 ± 12

79 ± 3

2 ± 0.7

53 ± 12

8±4

Male

36 ± 0.3

98 ± 1

270 ± 11

68 ± 4

2 ± 0.7

31 ± 13

8 ± 15

Female

36 ± 0.6

87 ± 6

288 ± 12

56 ± 4

1 ± 0.8

53 ± 21

17 ± 10

Male

36 ± 0.5

98 ± 1

270 ± 12

72 ± 4

1 ± 0.8

44 ± 21

3±4

Subscripted numerals indicate doses of alfaxalone (A) and dexmedetomidine (D) in mg/kg IP. Time to induction was defined as the time from
injection to LORR; duration of surgical anesthesia was defined as the time from LORR with absence of pedal withdrawal response to a noxious
stimulus. Recovery time was defined as the time from the administration of atipamezole until return of the righting reflex. Data are reported as
mean ± 1 SD (maximum, 60 min; n = 8 per group (except n = 7 for female A30D0.05 group).

of the animals across all 4 dose combinations reached a surgical
plane of anesthesia deemed by reaching an anesthetic score of 2.
Females across these dose groups predominantly reached this
anesthetic score for 60 min. While a surgical plane of anesthesia
was achieved by animals in the A20D0.1 dose group, some males
(2 of 8) only reached a level of sedation (score of 1).
Neither alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose, animal sex, or
their interaction significantly affected recovery time (P = 0.97,
P = 0.03, and P = 0.22, respectively).

Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to determine whether alfaxalone alone or in combination with dexmedetomidine resulted
in sedation or a surgical plane of anesthesia for at least 60 min in
male and female rats. Previous studies using alfaxalone at various
doses in rodents have documented variability in anesthetic depth,
duration of anesthesia, and adverse events; we considered all of
these reports when evaluating the results from our study.3,8,12,31
Although similar studies have been conducted in rats previously,
we found that repeating a dose-finding study using alternative
doses of a new formulation (Alfaxan Multidose) alfaxalone and
as alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine combinations was warranted to
find a dose that would be suitable for use in both male and female
rats. Our study revealed that the level of anesthesia that animals
achieved varied in both protocols. Our results also indicated
relevant sex-associated and dose-related differences with regard
to the plane and duration of anesthesia achieved.
Overall, alfaxalone alone provided a level of sedation (score
1) over the dosage range of 20 to 40 mg/kg IP. The exception
was one female rat in the A40 group that had a negative pedal
withdrawal response at 3 different time points, deeming her

to have reached a surgical anesthetic plane. This outcome was
not a consistent finding in the present study but has been seen
in others that explored the effects of alfaxalone.20,28,56 Variation
arose from the use of different species, routes of administration, doses administered, and definitions of anesthetic depth.
Due to the lack of this outcome in other animals dosed with
alfaxalone in our study, we conclude that, when used as a sole
agent, intraperitoneal alfaxalone provides only sedation in rats.
We also assessed the duration of sedation: the higher the dose
of alfaxalone administered, the longer the duration of anesthesia.
Sex-associated differences in sedation duration were apparent
within dose groups. Specifically, female rats experienced a
significantly longer duration of sedation when given the same
dose of alfaxalone as their male counterparts. Sex-associated
differences have also been seen in other studies that explored the
use of alfaxalone in a variety of species.3,11,13,15,31,44,55 Potential
causes of this phenomenon, such as pharmacokinetics and formulation-dependent factors, have been analyzed. Sex-associated
variations in drug metabolism, bioavailability, distribution,
and excretion have been investigated as well.15,31,47,53 A study
of the older formulation of alfaxalone, alphadalone, suggested
that male rodents need markedly (i.e., more than 4fold) higher
doses to produce similar effects to those females when the
drug was administered intraperitoneally.15 Another study suggested that 3 times the alfaxalone dose was required to attain
a similar duration of sedation in males as in females.3 Because
the previously cited study3 was not yet published during the
implementation of our study design, we explored only a 2fold
increased, maximal dose (i.e., A40) for the male rats in our study.
The A40 dose failed to produce similar effects in both sexes, thus
demonstrating that higher doses should be used in male rats to
produce comparable effects to those in females.
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Figure 2. Duration of sedation (min; mean ± 1 SD; n = 8 per group) in
male and female rats treated with 3 doses of alfaxalone (20, 30, and 40
mg/kg) administered intraperitoneally. Significant differences were
found between sexes (ANOVA, P < 10−16) and doses (P < 10−10), and
there was a dose×sex interaction (P = 0.0022).

Figure 3. Duration of surgical anesthesia (min; mean ± 1 SD; n = 8 per
group) in male and female rats treated with alfaxalone (20, 25, and 30
mg/kg) and dexmedetomidine (0.05 and 0.1 mg/kg) intraperitoneally.
Surgical anesthesia was defined as a lack of response to noxious stimuli and the inability to return to sternal position. The duration of anesthesia was significantly affected by dose (P = 0.0045) and sex (P < 10−6).

Dose groups receiving alfaxalone combined with dexmedetomidine, delivered intraperitoneally, allowed animals to reach
a surgical level of anesthesia (score 2); however, anesthetic
duration varied across groups. This outcome is in contrast to a
study that explored alfaxalone only; alfaxalone with medetomidine and butorphanol; and medetomidine, midazolam, and
butorphanol in combination and administered subcutaneously
or intraperitoneally (control) in mice.25 Those authors found
that alfaxalone (40, 60, and 80 mg/kg), medetomidine, and
butorphanol administered subcutaneously resulted in surgical
anesthesia whereas comparable intraperitoneal doses did not.25
We found intraperitoneal dosing to be suitable for producing
a surgical plane of anesthesia in rats. Using alternative dosing
routes was beyond the scope of our current study but should
be considered in the future.
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Sex-associated differences in the duration of surgical anesthesia also emerged in the alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine dose
groups. Overall, female rats had longer durations of surgical
anesthesia than males. This result was similar to another study
in rats that that compared alfaxalone (25 mg/kg in females
and 75 mg/kg in males) and dexmedetomidine (0.05 mg/
kg) combinations in rats.3 Contrary to the previous study, we
saw comparable surgical anesthetic durations between the
males and females in the A25D0.1 dose group. This dose combination used a low dose of alfaxalone with an increased dose
of dexmedetomidine. In addition to the sedative, hypnotic,
analgesic properties of dexmedetomidine, it is known to be
anesthetic-sparing.9,19,37,38 This property allows the doses of
other coadministered anesthetics, like alfaxalone, to be reduced.
We found that the combination of alfaxalone and dexmedetomidine enabled our rats to experience a balanced anesthetic
event,10 where not only surgical anesthesia was achieved and
maintained for a considerable amount of time but also both sexes
of animals remained physiologically stable and could undergo
reversal of anesthetic effects. Our results show that equivalent
doses of alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine combinations can be
used in both sexes to produce similar effects.
During evaluation of the alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine doses,
some of our animals experienced peripheral vasoconstriction and
bradycardia. In addition, some hypoxia was appreciated at various time points across all dose groups and overall in the A30D0.05
female rats. Although these are well-characterized adverse effects
of dexmedetomidine, this phenomenon likely triggered failure of
the pulse rate and SpO2 probe to gauge a signal once an animal
approached or fell below a pulse rate of less than 240 bpm.19,37,38
Once rats reached our desired 60-min duration, these parameters
were quickly reversed with the use of intraperitoneal atipamezole. Despite the reduction in physiologic parameters, none of
our animals displayed any undesirable clinical consequences that
might have warranted medical intervention; therefore, we did
not see the value of using 100% oxygen in these animals. Its use
would take away the desire and practicality of using an injectable
anesthetic agent dependent on its intended use. Nonetheless, a
full evaluation and risk assessment should be conducted prior
to administering this drug combination.
Surgical tolerance was not considered in the present study,
which only assessed surgical anesthetic depth by using the pedal
withdrawal reflex. Although this reflex is the optimal one for
assessing anesthetic depth in rodents,4,5 sole use of this method
leaves room for misinterpretation of results. Therefore, alfaxalone and alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine regimens for rodents
should be analyzed in a surgical setting. Another limitation
of the current study was the lack of assessing higher doses of
alfaxalone in male rats. Including higher doses would have
enabled us to determine alfaxalone and dexmedetomidine doses
for male rats that produced effects similar to those in females.
In conclusion, we suggest that alfaxalone is suitable for shortterm (i.e., 60 min or less) or noninvasive (i.e., imaging, sedated
assessments, nonpainful procedures) procedures that require
only mild sedation. The sex of the animal should be considered
prior to choosing the appropriate dose to ensure that the desired
duration is achieved. Our data showed that alfaxalone at 20 mg/
kg IP is ideal for the use in female rats, whereas higher doses
(50 to 80 mg/kg IP) should be explored in male rats to produce
sedation longer than 40 min. Alfaxalone–dexmedetomidine
provided a more predictable anesthetic outcome, with rats
reaching a surgical anesthetic depth. We recommend the A25D0.1,
dose in light of its ability to provide consistent and comparable
anesthesia in both sexes of rats.

Intraperitoneal alfaxalone-based anesthesia in rats
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